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Strathmore Plus Uranium University of
Wyoming Break-Through Geophysics Pinpoints
Roll Front Targets at Agate

20.02.2024 | Newsfile

Kelowna, Feb. 20, 2024 - Strathmore Plus Uranium Corp. (TSXV: SUU) (OTC: SUUFF) ("Strathmore" or "the
Company") is pleased to update the results of the on-going geophysical study completed by the University of
Wyoming (UW) at the Agate project. The UW's research will give Strathmore specific targets for their
200-hole drilling program this spring and provide opportunities to locate roll fronts, the "noses" of which are
anticipated to host thicker intervals and higher grades of mineralization. Agate is envisaged as an ISR project
located in the Shirley Basin Uranium District in Wyoming.

Sam Hartmann, P. Geo., Strathmore's technical advisor commented:
"Strathmore is successfully demonstrating the viability of using the unique approach of ground geophysics in
a roll front environment, with resistivity emerging as a tool to potentially map alteration systems associated
with mineralization. If we can continue to identify these typically sinuous roll front bodies on a larger scale as
demonstrated with this case study, it stands to provide discrete targeting for the upcoming spring drill
program. The current resistivity inversion in profile represents first order targeting on section and will
complement our ongoing efforts to digitize and incorporate the significant amount of historical drill hole data
by Kerr-McGee into the property model."

The research by Dr. Bradley Carr, Director of UW's Near-surface Geophysical Center (UWNSG), consists of
ground and borehole geophysics applied across the project to detect and image a uranium roll front and
possibly monitor the movement of the roll front's position during future in-situ mining development.
Strathmore looks forward to working with Dr. Carr to provide potential targets for the 2024 exploration
season based on the geophysical study completed in 2023 and UW's more extensive research study slated
for 2024.

Dr. Carr reported:
"Since early 2023, the University of Wyoming's Dept. of Geology and Geophysics (G&G) was funded by the
State of Wyoming and the UW School of Energy Resources to conduct research into geophysical
characterization tools of sedimentary deposits of uranium. In this project, Dr. Carr and two UW G&G
graduate students partnered with Strathmore Plus Uranium to study the shallow, near-surface uranium roll
front at their Agate Prospect in Wyoming's Shirley Basin. The goal is to study and determine which
geophysical tools provide the best delineation methods for sedimentary uranium roll fronts which are found
within the sedimentary geologic layers in Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Texas, and Utah.

The preliminary results of the study illustrate how a combined geophysical method study including both
surface and borehole geophysical methods highlight the roll front location, unaltered areas ahead of the roll
front, and altered areas behind the roll front. In this research, the borehole and surface geophysical methods
include seismic reflection, seismic refraction, DC resistivity (ERT), Induced Polarization (IP),
Electromagnetics (TEM), Self-Potential (SP), and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR).

In traditional uranium exploration and characterization, radiometric surveys followed by drilling and borehole
gamma logging are the standard approaches. Although fine, additional geophysical methods can provide
more detail on the location, quantity and background groundwater condition allowing more advanced
extractive planning and engineering prior to production.

To date in this geophysical study for sedimentary uranium deposits, we have collected preliminary surface
data for TEM, ERT and IP, SP, and borehole datasets of Spectral Gamma, Normal resistivity/IP/SP, and
NMR. The methodology utilized in 2023 during the preliminary phase of this research is displayed in Figure 1
below. In 2024, we will continue to collect additional TEM, seismic reflection/refraction, and ERT/IP profiles
at the site to further delineate the geophysical response of the uranium roll front and potential channel sand
where it is hosted. 2023 data analyses (e.g., ERT in Figure 2) and field planning for summer 2024 is
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continuing currently. Additionally, we will collect NMR datasets to study the mobile groundwater and
porosity/permeability state of the target sands. Finally, we will collect and analyze 'full-waveform' Induced
Polarization (IP) data to determine how viable IP is for identifying not only the location of the active roll-front
but if it can tell us about the material state in-front (unreacted) and behind (reacted) parts of the system
surrounding the active roll-front. We are encouraged about the use of IP data generally from preliminary,
traditional IP surface and borehole data collected in 2023. However, the addition of 'full waveform' analyses
of the IP decay should provide even greater insights into the in-situ state of the uranium roll front which will
hopefully aid development and production planning."

Figure 1. Preliminary geophysical data acquisition during 2023 at the Strathmore Plus Uranium - Agate Site
in Shirley Basin, WY. Pre-drilling geophysical research tests: Red line represents an ERT profile (Line 1).
White dots represent TEM sounding locations centered on planned drill locations.

To view an enhanced version of Figure 1, please visit:
https://images.newsfilecorp.com/files/3282/198437_dd2d5511f437ba1d_002full.jpg

Figure 2. Inverted Resistivity Profile from A-A'. ERT data from 2023 at the Agate Site. Resistors (red/yellow)
colors represent the sandstone interval hosting the uranium roll front deposit. AG-16-23 is interpreted to be
near the nose of the uranium roll front. ERT assists with identifying the roll front sand unit but gives less
direct information about the chemical reactivity of the redox condition at the roll-front. This research is
encouraged by initial Induced Polarization (IP) testing near and within these boreholes to provide information
about the chemical reactivity of the roll front.

To view an enhanced version of Figure 2, please visit:
https://images.newsfilecorp.com/files/3282/198437_dd2d5511f437ba1d_003full.jpg

Strathmore Plus Uranium Corp. Strathmore has three uranium projects with approved exploration plans in
Wyoming, including Agate, Beaver Rim, and Night Owl. The Agate and Beaver Rim properties contain
uranium in typical Wyoming-type roll front deposits based on historical drilling data. The Night Owl property is
a former producing surface mine that was in production in the early 1960s.

Cautionary Statement: "Neither the TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as the term
is defined in policies of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of
this release".

Certain information contained in this press release constitutes "forward-looking information", within the
meaning of Canadian legislation. Generally, these forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of
forward-looking terminology such as "plans", "expects" or "does not expect", "is expected", "budget",
"scheduled", "estimates", "forecasts", "intends", "anticipates" or "does not anticipate", or "believes", or
variations of such words and phrases or state that certain actions, events or results "may", "could", "would",
"might" or "will be taken", "occur", "be achieved" or "has the potential to". Forward looking statements
contained in this press release may include statements regarding the future operating or financial
performance of Strathmore Plus Uranium Corp. which involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties
which may not prove to be accurate. Actual results and outcomes may differ materially from what is
expressed or forecasted in these forward-looking statements. Such statements are qualified in their entirety
by the inherent risks and uncertainties surrounding future expectations. Among those factors which could
cause actual results to differ materially are the following: market conditions and other risk factors listed from
time to time in our reports filed with Canadian securities regulators on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. The
forward-looking statements included in this press release are made as of the date of this press release and 
Strathmore Plus Uranium Corp. disclaim any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking
statements, whether a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as expressly required by
applicable securities legislation.

Qualified Person

The technical information in this news release has been prepared in accordance with the Canadian
regulatory requirements set out in National Instrument 43-101 and reviewed on behalf of the company by
Terrence Osier, P.Geo., Vice President, Exploration of Strathmore Plus Uranium Corp., a Qualified Person.
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Strathmore Plus Uranium Corp.
Contact Information:
Investor Relations
Telephone: 1 888 882 8177
Email: info@strathmoreplus.com

ON BEHALF OF THE BOARD
"Dev Randhawa"
Dev Randhawa, CEO
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